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Advancing the right to health through global organizations: The potential role of a Framework Convention on Global Health

Eric A. Friedman, Lawrence O. Gostin, Kent Buse

Abstract
Organizations, partnerships, and alliances form the building blocks of global governance. Global health organizations thus have the potential to play a formative role in determining the extent to which people are able to realize their right to health.

This article examines how major global health organizations, such as WHO, the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, TB and Malaria, UNAIDS, and GAVI approach human rights concerns, including equality, accountability, and inclusive participation. We argue that organizational support for the right to health must transition from ad hoc and partial to permanent and comprehensive.

Drawing on the literature and our knowledge of global health organizations, we offer good practices that point to ways in which such agencies can advance the right to health, covering nine areas: 1) participation and representation in governance processes; 2) leadership and organizational ethos; 3) internal policies; 4) norm-setting and promotion; 5) organizational leadership through advocacy and communication; 6) monitoring and accountability; 7) capacity building; 8) funding policies; and 9) partnerships and engagement.

In each of these areas, we offer elements of a proposed Framework Convention on Global Health (FCGH), which would commit state parties to support these standards through their board membership and other interactions with these agencies. We also explain how the FCGH could incorporate these organizations into its overall financing framework, initiate a new forum where they collaborate with each other, as well as organizations in other regimes, to advance the right to health, and ensure sufficient funding for right to health capacity building.

We urge major global health organizations to follow the leadership of the UN Secretary-General and UNAIDS to champion the FCGH. It is only through a rights-based approach, enshrined in a new Convention, that we can expect to achieve health for all in our lifetimes.

Introduction
Every now and then, a transformational idea enters the world scene. Human rights were one, promising a new global order based on the equal human dignity of all. International law posed powerful limits on sovereignty, with obligations on how a state must and must not treat its inhabitants, banning long-standing state practices and promising equity in a world rife with inequalities. With their focus on equity, accountability, and empowerment, human rights have the potential to meet the greatest challenges of global health: deep health inequities persist despite aggre-
gate advances, governments inadequately implement their national and global commitments and norm, and people whose needs are the greatest often have little voice in shaping the policies that determine their health and well-being.

Since the 1990s, a second transformation has been under way in the global health architecture that can help make “the right of everyone to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health” (the “right to health”) a reality. A landscape of far greater complexity has emerged, with new organizations and partnerships, from those focused on standard setting, monitoring, and advocacy to multi-billion dollar financers. This latest transformation engages not only governments, but also civil society, foundations, the private sector, and international institutions.

Like a federalist system where states can serve as laboratories for democracy, these organizations can be laboratories for advancing human rights norms and processes. These institutions are forging new pathways for human rights, from establishing governance structures that engage marginalized communities to funding advocacy organizations.

Both transformations, however, remain patchy and unfulfilled. Our claim is that institutional support for the right to health should transition from ad hoc and partial to permanent and systemic. A proposed new global health treaty, the rationale for which has been outlined previously and on which we have campaigned, could catalyze and codify this transition. We propose four ways an FCGH could do so.

First, the FCGH can establish how organizations incorporate right to health standards and commit states to promote human rights within institutional structures. Second, the FCGH could incorporate global health organizations (GHOs) into its overall financing framework, ensuring sufficient, sustained, and predictable financing. Third, the FCGH could initiate a new forum where global health and other institutions collaborate to incorporate best human rights practices in their core values, standards, and operating practices. And fourth, building on an earlier proposal for a right to health capacity fund, we suggest that GHOs incorporate a right to health capacity-building function.

Given the pervasive effect of GHOs on global health, from funding to norms, we believe that an FCGH would be incomplete without stating how institutions can best achieve their goals. GHO goals generally include dramatically narrowing health inequities, advancing all aspects of the right to health, responding to multiple legal regimes that advance (or undermine) the right to health, addressing health threats that require global solutions, and improving global governance for health, often by enhancing accountability.

We begin by offering an analytic framework of the institutional entry points for a human rights approach. We then build the elements of an international agreement on GHO practices using this framework, employing illustrative examples of existing progressive organizational processes. Finally, we explain how these elements can be brought together into the FCGH and expand on our other FCGH proposals on how GHOs can support the right to health.

Our focus will be on three central human rights tenets: equity and non-discrimination, with particular concern for poor and other vulnerable populations; participation, with special concern for empowering those most likely to be excluded; and accountability, again above all to people traditionally with the least influence to hold governments and powerful actors answerable. Our focus is primarily at the level of organizations with global membership and reach, such as the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, TB and Malaria.

The organizations we focus on have been particularly innovative and influential in proactively elevating human rights, viewing human rights as central to their missions. It is more than coincidence that we place a particular focus on the Global Fund and UNAIDS. In many contexts, rights-based approaches have been critical to enabling access to HIV prevention and treatment, and the AIDS movement has been central to the health and human rights movement itself. We draw upon the experience of other major actors whose practices demonstrate how GHOs can support human rights. With the iterative efforts of the Global Fund, UNAIDS, and other GHOs to continually improve their engagement with human rights, we focus on recent policies and practices.
We aim to draw out good practices to stimulate thinking on how an FCGH could contribute to maximizing the contribution of GHOs to human rights. While our analysis should contribute to spurring a more comprehensive review of the human rights policies and practices of global health agencies, further informing not only an FCGH but possibly near-term reforms as well, a systematic review is beyond our present ambition. Similarly, we have not sought to examine how effectively policy documents we draw upon have been put into practice, but recognize that implementation is crucial, requiring research and action.

With the growing influence of corporations on health—from the health care industry to those in other sectors such as food, energy and resource extraction, and apparel—we recommend a similar exercise to inform the FCGH with respect to health and human rights standards to which corporations, particularly transnational ones, should adhere. Such standards could build on good practices and existing frameworks, such as the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights and the Human Rights Guidelines for Pharmaceutical Companies in Relation to Access to Medicines.

An analytic framework: organizational entry points for the right to health

Global health organizations can advance the right to health through four key routes. First, by channeling international assistance in ways that respect this right (e.g., assisting marginalized populations), they contribute to the human rights obligation of “international cooperation and assistance” (International Covenant for Economic, Social and Cultural Rights) and to universal observance of human rights (UN Charter). Second, GHOs can support human rights by ensuring their operations conform to human rights principles. Embedding these principles within their operations is an end in itself.

Third, GHOs can promote the right to health within states, from the entities they fund (e.g., health and human rights organizations) to the technical support they provide and normative standards they promote. Fourth, GHOs can set rights-based norms through guidelines, policies, and partnerships.

Table 1 identifies nine levers through which GHOs can advance the right to health. We developed these levers inductively, examining policies, practices, and other attributes of GHOs, and seeking to impose an order to allow for systematic examination. We consider such a framework will be useful in future analyses of how GHOs address the right to health. Nonetheless we recognize its imperfections; there are interactions among the various levels, certain policies might be classified in several areas, and there may be actions GHOs can take to support the right to health that do not fit neatly into any of these categories.

Effectuating the right to health through GHOs

Participation and representation in governance processes

Public participation “in all health-related decision-making at the community, national, and international levels” is a vital aspect of the right to health. Civil society representation in GHOs can facilitate advocacy on the people’s behalf, channel their demands, and hold GHOs accountable in their funding and activities. We recognize that civil society is diverse and representation of marginalized populations imperfect—with some parts of civil society impeding human rights, such as by urging unequal treatment of sexual minorities. It is therefore important that GHOs ensure a robust human rights presence among civil society representatives.

Civil society and communities must be part of GHO governance structures, including their boards, committees, and advisory panels. The Global Fund and UNAIDS have been pioneers, with the Global Fund having two NGO representatives, one from developed countries and one from developing countries, and a communities delegation representing populations living with one of the Fund’s priority diseases. UNAIDS is the first UN agency to include civil society on its governing board, with three members from lower-income regions (Africa, Latin America, and the Asia and the Pacific regions) and two from the higher-income regions (Europe and North America). They lack voting rights, though a tradition of consensus-based decision-making has evolved.

While civil society and community representatives may not perfectly represent their constituents, either entire populations or hundreds of NGOs from much of the world, GHOs should facilitate their genuine participation. For example, civil society and community constituents should choose their own representatives through fair and deliberative processes, and
need to have the funding, training, or other support that their full and informed participation may require. GAVI’s plethora of structures is instructive, with a 15-member steering committee to support the civil society board member, an open Civil Society Forum, and a communications focal point to enable broad civil society input.\(^1\)

The demand for participation also affects government representation in GHOs. Countries in the Global South generally carry the bulk of the ill health burden. In turn, they are also the GHOs’ main beneficiaries. Increasing the number of representatives of Southern governments within GHOs (which should be representing their people’s perspectives and priorities, even as that reality varies greatly) would strengthen Southern countries’ power within the global health sphere and give them more of a voice. GHO representation should capture the diversity among Southern countries and enable the people most in need to have greater political power.

Whether or not governments can legitimately represent all of their inhabitants is a controversial question. Perhaps governments serving on GHO boards should satisfy some basic democratic standards. This could take a loose form and leave ultimate decisions to the GHO boards based on internal selection rules, or there could be more robust criteria that would unambiguously exclude certain country governments. Further, member governments should not have domestic policies that would undermine the GHO’s mission or undercut public health and human rights; as they could obstruct GHO efforts to counter such policies elsewhere. For example, countries that have laws criminalizing homosexuality undermine the Global Fund’s effort to ensure universal access to HIV-related services.

Unfortunately, given the prevalence of punitive laws in many low- and middle-income countries, this principle would be in tension with the need to enhance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lever</th>
<th>Key Questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) Participation and representation in governance processes</td>
<td>Are board membership and voting rights and the nature of the Secretariat designed to promote human rights?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) Leadership and organizational ethos</td>
<td>Does leadership nurture organizations with human rights as central to their mission?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Internal policies</td>
<td>Are comprehensive human rights strategies implemented, and processes participatory, inclusive, and transparent?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) Norm-setting and promotion</td>
<td>Are human rights promoted through norms promoted and standards established?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5) Organizational leadership through advocacy and communication</td>
<td>Is strong and effective leadership exercised to advocate for human rights?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6) Monitoring and accountability</td>
<td>Are inclusive and robust processes employed for monitoring?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7) Capacity building and organization strengthening</td>
<td>Is knowledge created and the capacity of other actors built to advance the right to health?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8) Funding policies</td>
<td>Is GHO funding consistent with and aimed at strengthening national realization of the right to health?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9) Partnerships and engagement</td>
<td>Do GHOs collaborate to support the right to health? Do GHOs engage with other international regimes that affect health rights?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Organizational levers to promote the right to health
GHO representation of countries from these regions. One response to this tension would be establishing time-bound benchmarks for legal reform. These benchmarks would enable diversity while simultaneously encouraging elimination of discriminatory laws. Or, given the range of state actions that undermine the right to health—not only discriminatory laws, but other policies such as inadequate budgets and punitive approaches to drug use—a more holistic, flexible approach would be to exclude governments that systematically violate the right to health from GHO boards. This reflects eligibility standards for the UN Human Rights Council. It also creates a space for debate on a government’s right to health record and could be an inducement to improve human rights practices.

We recommend that the FCGH include the following elements:

1) GHOs should include civil society and community representatives on their boards and other advisory mechanisms. Representatives should have full voting rights and representation levels sufficient to ensure a meaningful voice and genuine potential to influence policy. It may be possible to include a general benchmark proportion of board members drawn from the Global South and underrepresented and marginalized constituencies.

2) GHOs should support and encourage civil society and community representatives to be as genuinely representative of their constituencies as possible. Such support could include funds for regular communications with their constituencies.

3) GHO governing board selection criteria and processes should take into account governments’ right to health practices and exclude governments that systematically violate the right to health.

**Leadership and organizational ethos**

For a GHO’s nature to fully reflect human rights, we must look beyond its formal governance model. A culture of rights should infuse the GHO staff and structures, beginning with leadership committed to human rights. Such commitment should inform selection of GHO leaders. Depending on the GHO’s missions, functions, and current challenges, emphasis on this dimension of leadership will vary. For example, whether it produces normative guidance or has a narrow technical remit, or whether its immediate priority is to resolve a crippling budget shortfall can all inform the selection of GHO leaders. Furthermore, a human rights concern needs to be mainstreamed throughout the organization. UNAIDS, for example, includes a commitment to human rights and gender equality as a core staff value.

Training and other measures can educate GHO staff on human rights. The Global Fund’s strategies on gender equality, sexual orientation, and gender identities include improving the gender balance of Fund management and leadership and improving the expertise on sexual orientation and gender identity on its grant Technical Review Panel, the Fund’s proposal review body. Most innovatively, the sexual orientation and gender identities strategy focuses on the Fund’s local governance structures—the Country Coordinating Mechanisms (CCMs), which are responsible for developing proposals. The Global Fund will increase CCM members’ understanding of sexual and gender minorities by linking them with local champions of sexual and gender minority rights and funding CCMs to consult with gender equality and sexual minority experts, organizations, and networks.

Larger GHOs in particular can develop internal structures dedicated to human rights to facilitate agency human rights capacity building and ensure that human rights fully inform their policies and processes. WHO has a small gender, equity, and human rights office, while UNAIDS has an independent advisory Reference Group on HIV and Human Rights. UNAIDS also has a human rights team at its headquarters, and is increasing human rights capacity in many of its country offices.

**FCGH recommendations:**

1) GHOs should incorporate human rights expertise and a demonstrated commitment to human rights into hiring criteria.

2) GHOs should strive for gender parity and the inclusion of marginalized and disadvantaged populations among staff and organizational structures.

3) GHOs should build human rights capacity of staff and members of organizational structures.
4) GHOs should develop organizational structures dedicated to incorporating human rights throughout their activities.

**Internal GHO policies**

GHOs need to develop institutional policies that incorporate human rights. These policies include constitutions and mission statements. WHO’s constitutional principles are exemplary in this regard.14 The mission of UNAIDS includes “speaking out in solidarity with the people most affected by HIV in defense of human dignity, human rights and gender equality,” and includes “zero discrimination” as an element of its vision.

Specific policies are needed to translate a human rights-oriented mission statement into systematic and concrete support for human rights. Comprehensive strategies can ensure a systematic approach. The Global Fund took a step in this direction by elevating human rights to one of its five strategic objectives in its 2012-2016 strategy, which includes commitments to integrate human rights throughout its work, to increase investments in programs responding to rights-related barriers to access, and to ensure that it does not support any programs that violate human rights.15

The human rights issues most relevant to a GHO’s mission may present additional opportunities for rights-based policies. For example, the Global Fund Board established a policy not to convene meetings in countries that restrict entry of people living with HIV.16

Some global agencies with a major role in health also work in other areas, notably the World Bank and regional development banks, bilateral aid agencies, and some foundations. While ensuring that all health-related policies are grounded in human rights, such organizations will need to ensure that other policies respect—and as much as possible promote—the right to health. GHOs can dedicate staff to ensuring right to health policy coherence, improve interdepartmental collaboration, and conduct right to health policy and program assessments.

Human rights are concerned with inclusive, transparent, participatory processes. Are GHO policies and strategies developed through such processes? Different types of policies will require different levels of participation from people outside these organizations. Standard governance policies, such as conflict of interest or investment policies, would likely not require external consultations. Even as these policies may have human rights implications, the inclusion inherent to the internal governance we have described could suffice.

There is no clear line delineating where internal processes suffice and where more extensive consultative processes are appropriate. Resources and other practical considerations will play a role in determining whether internal processes will suffice. Factors that can help identify policies that should be subject to more extensive participation could include those that significantly affect GHO operations, external standards and norms, or marginalized populations.

Social media and other information technology create space for far more inclusive strategy development than heretofore possible. Web-based consultations are becoming increasingly popular. UNAIDS used crowdsourcing and other social media to great effect in its CrowdOutAIDS initiative, garnering participation of more than 5,000 young people in 79 countries in developing recommendations for UNAIDS’ youth agenda.17

Rights-based processes favor transparency, which is central to accountability. Transparency enables scrutiny of GHO policies and the debates behind them. This enables more informed external input and allows for an evaluation of whether civil society and community constituencies are meaningfully engaged and whether their concerns are taken into account as GHOs develop their policies.

Transparency of GHO grants enables public monitoring and is vital to ensuring that GHOs support human rights with their funding. The Global Fund and GAVI post most approved grant applications online, along with annual progress reports (GAVI), disbursement requests, and other related documents (Global Fund). Both could go further by making
unsuccessful proposals and assessments of both successful and unsuccessful proposals available to the public.

In some cases, governments may resist full GHO transparency, concerned that certain material (e.g., unsuccessful proposals) may reflect poorly upon them. Prior agreement in the FCGH to support transparency could help. Even so, there could be situations in which GHOs will need to avoid revealing sensitive information. This could include information on organizations they support that operate covertly in specific countries, trying not to gain the attention of the government as they work with marginalized populations who are viewed as criminals or hostile to the state, or simply under the control of the opposition in a highly polarized or conflict-ridden country.

FCGH recommendations:

1) GHOs should formally incorporate the right to health as part of their missions, as well as in their constitutions and by-laws.

2) GHOs should develop right to health strategies to integrate human rights throughout their policies and operations.

3) GHOs whose ambit extends beyond the health sector should ensure that all policies are consistent with and support the right to health.

4) GHOs should have mechanisms to enable people most affected by policies to participate in their development. Whenever possible, these mechanisms should solicit views of marginalized communities.

5) GHOs should maximize transparency.

**Norm setting and promotion**

Many GHOs seek to influence states and other actors. Some GHOs may have a norm-setting role, and they should ensure that these norms promote human rights. One way that GHOs can use their norm-setting role is by explicitly linking GHO-promoted standards to human rights. For example, the Global Health Workforce Alliance promotes health workforce plans that are “costed and evidence-informed, consistent with human rights principles, including gender sensitivity, and based on projected needs.”

WHO is presently setting standards on measuring universal health coverage, emphasizing that “on the path to [universal coverage], equity is paramount,” and expressing the need for indicators to “have a strong distributional focus…with disaggregation by the major stratifiers” such as gender and socioeconomic status. Right to health principles underlie WHO’s recent high profile policy initiatives in universal health coverage and primary health care for the 21st century.

GHOs may develop norms directly advancing human rights. The AIDS response has led the field, from the 1996 International Guidelines on HIV/AIDS and Human Rights to the 2001 Declaration of Commitment on HIV/AIDS and the outcome documents of UN General Assembly Special Sessions on HIV/AIDS in 2006 and 2011. These guidelines, declarations, and documents set human rights standards and commitments in the context of the HIV pandemic. GHOs may need to leverage their technical expertise to develop guidance on how norms can be translated into specific policies and actions.

FCGH recommendation:

1) GHOs should incorporate the right to health and its principles in their norm and other standard-setting activities, along with guidance on how to operationalize these norms.

**Organizational voice and leadership through advocacy and communications**

GHOs should actively promote rights-based norms. Their communications strategies can emphasize rights-related aspects of their work, related concerns, and ways to redress these concerns. When a Malawi court sentenced two gay men to 14 years of prison and hard labor, UNAIDS issued a press release expressing serious concern and took the opportunity to remind the world that criminalization based on sexual orientation threatened progress in the fight against AIDS and violated human rights, even as more than 80 countries had such laws on their books.

Rights promotion can take the form of behind-the-scenes engagement and lobbying, where quiet diplo-
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monitoring of marginalized populations is central to the right to health. Monitoring and accountability mechanisms help ensure that countries’ stated support for the right to health is backed by actual support.

Transparency is an important aspect of accountability. Transparency opens up possibilities for NGOs, media, and others to detect problems and to insist upon answers to hard questions. Transparency allows civil society to address inadequate progress and unmet commitments, to collectively strategize with governments and GHOs on improving performance, and to challenge official assessments if they are inaccurate or misleading. GAVI provides annual progress reports for each country (submitted by the government) online, while the Global Fund provides disbursement information and grant scorecards and performance reports for each grant. An increasingly transparent World Bank makes a host of project documentation available online.

UNAIDS offers transparency in another vital area. It identifies the countries with laws violating the rights of marginalized populations, including travel restrictions for men who have sex with men, injecting drug users, and sex workers. This information can have a classic human rights “naming and shaming” impact, can provide information that enables human rights campaigns to target their efforts, and can highlight countries that have repealed punitive laws to encourage others to follow their lead.

Civil society should monitor GHO-supported advancements or policies so that evaluation of progress is not limited to a government’s assertion or an array of statistics. However valuable, numerical data may be hard-pressed to capture critical dimensions of the right to health. For example, statistics may not demonstrate whether policies to advance the right to health are being implemented comprehensively so as to allow disfavored population access to health services. An accurate understanding of how countries roll out programs and overcome obstacles sets the stage for course corrections to better realize the right to health.

UNAIDS guidelines on biennial country progress reports based on the 2011 Political Declaration on HIV and AIDS emphasize “[t]he importance of securing input from the full spectrum of civil
society, including people living with HIV, cannot be overstated.” The declaration requires countries to involve civil society, including people living with HIV/AIDS, in monitoring the commitments under the declaration.  

FCGH recommendations:

1) Civil society should have the mandate and capacity to monitor GHO-supported programs and commitments. Such processes should be robust and, in general, include developing benchmarked action plans to accelerate progress where it is lacking.

2) GHOs should make progress reports and similar material publicly available, including through the Internet.

Capacity building and organizational strengthening

GHOs should use their expertise, authority, and coordinating functions to enhance right to health understanding and capacity within countries, and guide countries to policies and practices that best promote the right to health. This can begin by providing information on how the right to health relates to the GHOs’ areas of work, and offering guidance on how to incorporate human rights into these areas. At the most basic level, WHO provides introductory information on health and human rights, while also providing guidance on incorporating human rights and gender equity into national health strategies and integrating several specific health areas. The Global Fund offers information notes explaining the importance of human rights in combatting tuberculosis and AIDS, highlighting activities and programs to advance rights, and providing detailed guidance on promoting equity throughout the Global Fund grant lifecycle.

GHOS can take further steps by facilitating countries in sharing good human rights practices. For example, the Pan American Health Organization was mandated with this task in a 2010 health and human rights resolution. UNAIDS offers case studies of how people living with HIV/AIDS have used the courts to secure their rights.

Some GHOs may be positioned to directly assist countries in incorporating the right to health into national policies and strategies, perhaps in a policy-advising role or through engaging in national committees informing policy. They could also strengthen processes for joint assessments of national health strategies by national stakeholders and development partners and provide input during these assessments.

Possible FCGH elements:

1) GHOs should develop guidance for countries on how to incorporate human rights into health policies and programs.

2) GHOs should lend their subject-specific human rights expertise to countries in developing strategies, policies, and programs. Countries should solicit and welcome such advice.

Funding policies

Funding practices of grant-making GHOs can significantly affect the right to health. To improve accountability, equity, and other aspects of the right to health, these GHOs should invest significantly in NGOs, marginalized populations, and human rights structures and processes.

Some GHOs fund NGOs. This is critical given the multiple ways in which NGOs support the right to health, including advocating for and providing health services to marginalized populations, holding governments accountable, and ensuring that funds are used properly. NGOs also work to ensure that both government and private actors adhere to health-promoting policies. They press for effective programs, increased health funding, and policies that advance equity. Furthermore, NGOs can provide oversight for the responsible use of GHO investments.

Several organizations are notable for taking special measures to build the capacity of civil society organizations, as well as community groups and networks. The Global Fund encourages applicants to routinely include measures that strengthen community responses, including “increased demand for and access to service delivery at the local level for ‘key affected populations’—including women and girls, sexual minorities and people who are not reached with services due to stigma, discrimination and other social factors,” and to build their organizational and financial capacity.
small but significant International Health Partnership (IHP+)-funded Health Policy Action Fund. This fund aims to enhance the capacity of civil society health organizations and coalitions to participate in national policy processes and hold governments and donors accountable, including to marginalized populations.\(^{32}\)

Civil society actions may run counter to what government officials perceive as in the national interest—or even in their own political or personal interests. Therefore, government-driven funding proposals may fail to address the needs of marginalized populations or fail to include finance mechanisms that promote government accountability. Funding applications, even those developed through participatory processes, may not recognize, aid, or include certain marginalized populations that are shunted or discriminated against by large segments of the population.

Where such issues might arise, grant-making GHOs should permit civil society organizations to seek funding outside of the government or government-controlled channels. The Global Fund’s non-CCM application option captures this need, though it is rarely successful in practice. This option is particularly important as GHOs move towards directly funding national health strategies. These health strategies might primarily cover the public sector and leave less space for civil society capacity-building and financial support, particularly funding for advocacy.

Funding NGOs may provide one route to increase resources directed to marginalized populations. Establishing policies to directly channel funds towards these groups is another route. Under the Global Fund’s grant restructuring policies developed in 2012, higher-income countries with lower disease burdens must target the populations that are “most-at-risk.”\(^{33}\) GHOs could also earmark a portion of their funds to address marginalized populations, much as the Global Fund did in its short-lived 2011 funding policy.\(^{34}\)

As may be relevant to their missions, GHO focus on marginalized populations should not neglect complex realities of equity. GHO policies should encourage actions across the gamut of inequalities. The policies could be in accord with the principles advocated by Michael Marmot and colleagues, wherein “actions must be universal, but with a scale and intensity that is proportionate to the level of disadvantage.”\(^{35}\)

GHOs would do well to consider funding entities from community to national levels that promote accountability. Examples are village health committees, community advocacy networks, and governmental right to health units. GHOs may also support civil society to provide right to health education and training for health workers, legal system personnel, the media, and the public.

A Global Fund grant to Cambodia supported village health committees where community members could voice concerns that would be transmitted to higher authorities in addition to receiving education about health-related rights and how to present health concerns to local authorities. The grant also funded health worker training on patient rights and the development of educational material to inform patients of their rights.\(^{36}\)

GHOs should, where possible, address underlying and broader social determinants of health. GHOs have funded schooling, income-generation programs and vocational training for orphans and vulnerable children, people living with HIV, and women in particular. GHOs also work to strengthen legal systems to respond to gender-based violence and protect women’s property and inheritance rights. GHOs can also support countries to develop health information systems like the Health Metrics Network, which disaggregate data by income quintile and other potential markers of disadvantage and marginalization.

In addition to encouraging rights-based activities, GHOs that solicit funding proposals should consider how proposal review criteria and application material can incorporate human rights. The Global Fund now requires several human rights-related analyses as part of country applications, including data on gender and sexual orientation.\(^{37}\) In accordance with a 2011 requirement, grant applicants must conduct (or use existing) country-level assessments of inequities and barriers to reaching underserved populations in developing new proposals and renewing existing grants. These equity assessments will establish a baseline to monitor progress and identify actions required to improve equity. The assessments should draw on multiple data sources, be participatory, and
Partnerships and engagement with other global health institutions

How GHOs interact can reinforce or undermine human rights. When multiple agencies support a single health program or facility, lines of accountability may be blurred. And the multitude of GHOs leads to high transaction costs for countries, reducing the availability of resources towards full realization of the right to health. Efforts like those advanced by IHP+ and the Global Fund to integrate financing and support within overall national strategies, can limit these transaction costs.

Yet the expertise across the spectrum of health niches creates many opportunities to better integrate the right to health into the health system. The array of GHOs creates many possible spaces for civil society and communities to participate in health policymaking—but also challenges the capacity of governments and NGOs, and risks high transaction costs.

Furthermore, fragmentation among GHOs can undermine the right to health. As the IHP+ was preparing its Joint Assessment of National Strategy (JANS) process, many in civil society sought to establish a funding norm among development partners in which any health strategies that scored poorly on human rights would not receive funding, especially if there was a lack of civil society involvement in developing those health strategies. This united front pressured countries to develop human rights-supportive health strategies. Ultimately, IHP+ chose to allow each development partner to decide how to respond to JANS findings.

FCGH recommendations for grant-making GHOs, as applicable:

1) GHOs that provide funding controlled by the government should also enable civil society to directly apply for funding.

2) GHOs should have mechanisms to encourage and prioritize funding to support marginalized and other disadvantaged populations. They should assess the possibility of earmarking funds for this purpose.

3) GHOs should fund capacity building for civil society organizations that advocate for and provide right to health knowledge and access to justice programs.

4) GHOs should incorporate right to health analyses into their funding processes, perhaps as a proposal requirement that will be taken into account upon review.

5) GHOs should evaluate and implement possibilities to expand financial support to address underlying and broader social determinants of health.

6) GHOs with co-financing policies should assess how the policies work in practice, and revise them as needed to better ensure that the policies actually advance the right to health and other human rights.

7) GHOs should explore how innovative financing mechanisms could increase overall health resources, improve health equity, enhance accountability, and otherwise advance the full realization of the right to health.

Partnerships and engagement with other global organizations

GHOs share the international law and policy space with institutions that have different missions; their
core concerns may not include health or human rights. These institutions range from the World Trade Organization (WTO) and the trade and intellectual property regimes (which can place the cost of medicines beyond the reach of the poor and limit states in regulating public health) to the Food and Agriculture Organization (with a core health concern of achieving food security, yet rarely considered a GHO). The ability of GHOs to influence other institutional regimes—including investment, the environment, migration, and labor—is critical to realizing the right to health.

GHOs should directly engage these other regimes, working with institutions such as the WTO to ensure that their policies are consistent with the right to health. GHOs can offer policy advice to protect the right to health, as UNAIDS, WHO, and UNDP offer recommendations to countries on taking advantage of flexibilities in the Agreement on Trade-Related Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) to enhance access to medicines. GHOs can provide written guidance, workshops, offer webinars, and otherwise build the capacity of national stakeholders to promote the right to health within these other regimes.

GHOs need the capacity and willingness to spend political capital to protect the right to health in these other domains. This poses a leadership challenge, for these organizations are often governed in part by governments that support higher intellectual property protection, profit from state-owned tobacco companies, see coal as central to meeting growing energy demands, or subsidize crops that contribute to unhealthy eating.

One regime that stands to enhance the right to health is the human rights regime, replete with its own machinery. GHOs can make use of the opportunities this creates, bringing human rights concerns to the UN Special Rapporteur on the right to health and the UN Human Rights Council while using their expertise to inform GHO policies. The Council’s Universal Periodic Reviews of state human rights records could cover national efforts to advance the right to health through GHOs, and overall national progress on implementing the FCGH.

Possible FCGH elements:

1) GHOs should engage institutions and policymakers in non-health regimes that have an impact on the right to health. GHOs may need to build their own capacity in these other areas.

2) GHOs should identify and exploit opportunities to engage UN human rights institutions.

The Framework Convention on Global Health and global health organizations

Incorporating GHO right to health stipulations into the FCGH

The FCGH elements that we have described should create new standards for GHOs. The FCGH would have to accommodate the diversity of GHOs. It might not be possible for all GHOs to adhere to all of the standards. A GHO with a small secretariat may not have the resources to justify a full-time human rights staff member, yet it might incorporate human rights functions into the job description of one of its staff. Resource and time constraints may impose further burdens, as implementing these measures will require developing and monitoring new policies and engaging additional partners. Yet even modestly sized GHOs can do much to advance the right to health. For example, the Global Health Workforce Alliance, with its primary functions of advocacy and generating knowledge, could integrate health workforce and right to health links. This could entail, for example, advising on how to incorporate human rights into national human resources strategies in relation to health worker education or equitable distribution of health workers, gathering and sharing best practices on these forms of integration, or convening meetings on the intersection of the health workforce and human rights.

As part of the FCGH, all state parties would agree to use their influence, as board members, funders, or otherwise, to ensure that GHOs adhere to the FCGH standards that are within the scope of the GHOs’ mission. The standards above might be supplemented by elements related to monitoring, reporting, and enforcement. These standards might also take the form of a “Code of Practice for Global Health Organizations and the Right to Health” that FCGH parties agree to support, possibly included as an annex to the FCGH. It might be possible for the FCGH to charge WHO with spearheading an effort to ensure that GHOs adhere to these standards if the FCGH is adopted through the World Health Assembly.
There are several options to run the consortium. It could potentially be led by WHO representatives. Alternatively, to capture the multi-sector nature of its membership, the consortium could be modeled to some extent on UNAIDS (an innovative partnership uniting 11 UN agencies), and housed in the United Nations as a new, collaborative agency. It would extend beyond the UNAIDS model to include entities not affiliated with the United Nations and have an enhanced, formal, decision-making role for civil society and communities. The consortium could be seen as a right to health analogue of UNAIDS, helping to promote, advocate for, and ensure accountability around the right to health among all global institutions. Whenever possible, the consortium should enable broad and inclusive participation, including through online and other social media forums.

Investing in health and human rights capacity building

The FCGH should establish a mechanism to enable significant funding for health and human rights capacity building. Funding could support a wide range of activities, primarily at local and national levels, to enhance the capacity of community and civil society organizations, government human rights institutions, the media, academic institutions, and think tanks to advance the right to health. Activities might include advancing the understanding of health-related human rights and how to claim them; advocating for health and human rights; deepening national and regional human rights networks; strengthening accountability mechanisms; and enhancing the capacity of marginalized populations to engage in health-related policy making, implementation, monitoring, and evaluation. The mechanism would help ensure that the right to health is integrated into national strategies and policies that GHOs support, and that the FCGH is being implemented effectively.

Financing should extend to stakeholders in all countries, though certain forms of funding (e.g., to government entities) may be limited to less wealthy countries. Even some of the world’s richest countries suffer severe right to health shortcomings, and solidarity among civil society organizations and networks across regions is critical to advancing human rights.

This financing might be raised through GHO commitments and policy changes, and by establishing
a separate financing window for these purposes in new or reformed funding mechanisms that the FCGH could create or catalyze, such as a Global Fund for Health.\footnote{The institutional home(s) for this financing would need to include broad ownership through governance structures, southern hemisphere leadership, and independent decision-making to mitigate the argument that foreign countries are seeking to impose their agendas by supporting civil society organizations. FCGH parties would need to commit to permitting funding to organizations in their home countries and avoid interfering with the civil society organizations.}

**Leadership on the FCGH**

This paper has offered a series of recommendations that, if enshrined in a Framework Convention on Global Health, would enable major actors in global health to more effectively contribute to the right to health. Many leaders of such international, global health agencies are natural champions of the FCGH. The UNAIDS Executive Director recognizes the FCGH’s potential to protect and build upon the unprecedented gains and achievements of the international AIDS response, while bringing the same commitment to health and human rights and a principle of solidarity to the entirety of global health.\footnote{We hope that other GHO leaders will reach the same conclusion, leverage their partnerships to engage stakeholders to encourage support for the FCGH, and demonstrate that in the world of global health, the overriding institutional interests of all GHOs—securing the right to health for all people—will be advanced by a Framework Convention on Global Health.}
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